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Thank the stars for Tv ̶ the one force that still has the power to bring the nation together. On Sunday night, as the BBC1 police thriller Line Of Duty finally revealed the bent copper at the heart of ...
Magic moments that bring the nation to a standstill are more special than ever
Shadow and Bone has officially arrived on Netflix, and for the fans of Leigh Bardugo's bestselling Grishaverse novels, it's like Christmas morning. For the first time, Alina, The Darkling, Mal, and ...
Leigh Bardugo And Eric Heisserer Discuss Casting "Shadow And Bone" And How Finding The Cast Was "Magic"
In the past, we ve chosen the five minutes or so we would play to make our friends fall in love with classical music, the piano, opera, the cello, Mozart, 21st-century composers, the violin, Baroque ...
5 Minutes That Will Make You Love Choral Music
Years before Leonard Cohen set foot on Hydra, the Australian Clift had made it her home ‒ and the subject of her must-read memoir ...
'Every scrap of colour sings': how Charmian Clift caught the magic, and menace, of Greek island life
While it s common for grief, depression, anxiety, and faith to come up in popular music today ... gave contemporary language for every Christian who has a heart to follow God, but must ...
DMX Bared His Sins and Soul to Make His Music a Testimony
Comic writer/EP Mark Millar spoke to Salon about the meaning of his Netflix superhero series & its possible future ...
"Jupiter's Legacy" writer on the rise of superhero "autocrats" and looking a gift god in the mouth
Magic: The Gathering is getting its groove on, with the next drop in its line of Secret Lair premium boxed sets aping the aesthetic of 60s gig posters. Revealed in an official blog post, the new set ...
Magic: The Gathering s next Secret Lair drop goes psychedelic with gig poster designs
Lil Nas X is having a moment again. Fresh off the instant ubiquity of Montero (Call My By Your Name)

and its accompanying

Lil Nas X: 'At first I felt a sense of responsibility. But now I just don't care'
These hallowed 26 words shield internet companies from being held responsible for what people post and share. But the web

Satan shoes

, he speaks to GQ Style about learning to love life as a young ...

s most sacred law is a false idol.

Everything You ve Heard About Section 230 Is Wrong
Chris Martin may have just introduced a new word into the American Idol lexicon: 'sl*t bang.' On Sunday's episode, Martin admired the sleek hairdo of Chayce Beckham, urging him to have 'Chayce Paste.' ...
American Idol: Chris Martin introduces 'sl*t bang' as Top 5 revealed
Nicholas Britell s scores ̶ for Succession,
Moonlight and
The Composer at the Frontier of Movie Music
Magic: The Gathering has revealed its latest Secret Lair ... When I

The Underground Railroad,

m creating artwork, I

among others ̶ suggest whole new ways of writing for film and television.

m speaking in a visual language. Listening to the right music during the building process helps ...

First Look: Magic: The Gathering
s psychedelic, concert poster-inspired Secret Lair drop
"American Idol" returned Sunday with a Disney songbook night and the top 7 contestants were revealed with Arthur Gunn making a comeback.
'American Idol': Katy Perry borrows Orlando Bloom's ears for Tinker Bell fit, top 7 revealed
So my goal is to get the lifeboats out and get as many people into the lifeboats as I can. I realized who these anti-consumption weirdos are, and why so much of what they have to say contains a ...
The Anti-consumption Weirdos of Nomadland
Ghanaian gospel music diva, Empress Gifty has revealed how her new song "Odi Yompo" save a marriage from collapse. The song, "Odi Yompo" an Efutu language which means, You Are God, was released a ...
Empress Gifty recounts how 'Odi Yompo' saved a marriage from collapse
American Idol continued its search for the next singing sensation on Sunday night with the Top 7 contestants each performing two songs. The first was dedicated to special loved ones in their lives in ...
Find Out Who Went Home and Who Made It Through to the Top 5 on American Idol Last Night
As the Oscar-winning pop diva turns 75 (yes! really!) this month, we turn back time for a look at Cher's unbelievable life and career ...
PEOPLE Celebrates Cher in New Special Edition
In the early thirteenth century a column of light blazed from the top of a shaykh

s head when he walked home at night. It lit up his surroundings as if it ...

The Rules of the Confidence Game
Inflection makes meaning clear; it s the music in spoken language that clearly conveys ... On rare occasions, one does find magic in writing. Suddenly, the words flow easily and apt turns ...
Column: The magic, and toil, of writing
The Kovner Fellowship will cover all tuition, living expenses for Natalie Lewis

s graduate studies at Julliard in New York City.
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